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Dear Samuel PD Anantadjaya,

Warm Greeting from Pasundan University and University of Northern Philippines,

Your abstract have been accepted according to our desk evaluation result as a presenter at The 1st International Conference on Interdisciplinary Studies for Cultural Heritage Conference (ISCH) which will be conducted on 12th May to 13th May 2015

There are some correction of abstract writing (see attachment) and Curriculum Vitae (written in a narrative text about 150 words using Word format with a photograph) which will be printed in Book of Abstract, and full of paper should be submitted before April 15th, 2015. We will announce the 20 (twenty) selected full of paper to be published in International e-journal of Cultural Heritage, named Sampurasun (means “Greeting from Sundanese Land”) on April 30th, 2015.

Several changes in this conference program have been made as follows: (1) We consider also representative of Directorate General of Higher Education Indonesia (DIKTI) as well as representative of UNESCO as a keynote speakers, however, only one of them chosen. One keynote speaker more from Commission on Higher Education Philippines who will deliver a speech. (2) According to DIKTI rule, we have fulfilled an international conference standard arrangement that have already involved 5 (five) representative of universities. The definite speakers in this conference will be representative of lecturer from Pasundan University, University of Northern Philippines, Guangdong University, University of Kitakyushu and Curtin University.

Please find attached an author guide for abstract and full of paper writing correction, rule of accommodation for travel itinerary, and kindly send the copy of bank transfer form and all
documents mentioned above to isch2015@unpas.ac.id before March 15th, 2015.

Thank you very much.

Very truly yours,

Dr. Yuce Sariningsih

Head of ISCH Committee

Pasundan University

The 1st International Conference on Interdisciplinary Studies for Cultural Heritage (ISCH)
http://isch.unpas.ac.id
isch2015@unpas.ac.id
Contact person: Erlin (+6281222674965)

2 attachments

- Author guide.docx 35K
- Rules of Accommodation.docx 17K